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Name: R39-3 Reflector Bulb 

Model:/ 

LED QTY:  / 

Size: D:39mm, H:67mm 

Weight: 26g 

Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC 

Specification 
Actual Power 3W Size D:39mm, H:67mm 

Lumens 245 Output Current / 
Output Voltage / LED Quantity / 

Lifespan 30,000 Hours Commercial Type A39 
Working Frequency / CCT warm light 3000K, cold light 5700K 

Weight 26g Coverage area / 
Outer Carton Size / Material high-quality PC 

Description： 
R39 led reflector bulb consumes just 3 Watts of energy, yet still beams up to 245 lumens of light. You can replace a 30W 
equivalent and enjoy the same level of brightness, while saving up to £112 from a single lamp over its lifetime. Plus, it’s 
designed to last 25,000 hours, which is 20-times longer than standard lighting equivalents. 
You have two light colours to choose from; cool white and warm white. Cool White beams a refreshing, whiter glow that’s 
commonly used in bathrooms, while warm white produces a softer light that’s mostly used in living areas. Plus, each colour 
comes with a dimmable option too, so you have full control over the atmosphere in your home. 
It comes with a wide 110° beam angle that can be used for lighting up large spaces. 

Benefits of R39 led reflector bulb: 
1. Roughly 80% more energy efficient than other bulbs
2. The light absolutely durable and less prone to damages, the quality of light remains constantly bright even after several
hours of uses
3. Almost identical in shape and size to a halogen bulb for maximum compatibility
4. Very attractive appearance - beneficial when the bulb is on show
5. 2 Year manufacturer backed Warranty
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6. Durable and ecologically friendly
7. R39 LED bulb lasts up to 250,000 hours and without any reduction on the light
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